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1. Introduction

The human right to medical products, vaccines and medical technologies—which is understood here as including access to medicines, to vaccines, and to devices and procedures—is a derivative right from the right to health as well as the right to benefit from scientific progress. When the main human rights instruments were drafted, the idea that lack of access to these commodities compromised human rights was not considered, except to the extent that these were reasonable measures constituting health care. Subsequently, and particularly as a result of the AIDS pandemic, the vital need for treatment of HIV positive individuals contributed to the progressive acknowledgement that access to medicines, including antiretroviral treatments (ARTs), was an internationally recognized human right. This argument has been extended from medicines to other life-saving health goods and from HIV/AIDS to the full range of health conditions that account for the disproportionate levels of mortality and morbidity in developing countries.

Today, access to medical products, vaccines and medical technologies can be affirmed as a human right insofar as it is a significant component of two rights contained in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), namely, the right to health (Article 12) and the right and “to share in scientific advancement and its benefits” (Article 15(1)(b)) (UN General Assembly, 1996). The same Article 15 affirms the right “to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production” (Article 15(1)(c)), according to which creative ideas and expressions of the human mind that possess commercial value receive the legal protection of property rights called “intellectual property (IP) rights.” The major legal mechanisms for protecting IP are copyrights, patents, and trademarks, which grant owners the exclusive right to make, sell or use their original work product. There is an apparent contradiction between these two rights when applied to access to medical commodities: Article 15(1)(c) seems to protect the ‘right’ of companies to earn a profit from the products they develop, including by setting prices that render them inaccessible to the destitute sick, while Article 15(1)(b) seems to protect the ‘right’ of those destitute sick to benefit from the development of new medical products. The way out of this dilemma is to distinguish IP rights from human rights and consider them a temporary monopoly established for the valid social purpose of encouraging scientific invention and artistic creation. In other words, an IP right is a legally protected interest of a lower order than a human right, which implies a superior moral and legal claim. This distinction should not be interpreted to imply that IP rights do
not have social value for, indeed, they have a very high value, justifying limiting Article 15 rights to promote innovation and creativity. However, as this chapter will seek to demonstrate, where the right to health is seriously impinged by IP rights, the human rights of those affected to benefit from scientific progress and to health prevails.

In order to assess the role and significance of access to medical products, vaccines and medical technologies (hereinafter referred to collectively throughout this chapter as “health technologies”) in the context of the right to health, this chapter will focus on how these public health goods have been addressed in global health and in relation to the evolving definition of the right to the highest attainable standard of health, on the one hand, and in relation to protection of intellectual property and other means to promote advances in science and technology, on the other.

2. Access to Health Goods

While much attention has been devoted to the concept of access the medicines, and specifically to essential medicines, the broader concept used in this chapter is based on the World Health Organization’s (2007a) building blocks of health systems, which include “medical products, vaccines and technologies of assured quality, safety, efficacy and cost-effectiveness”. (WHO, 2007) Inclusion of this broader spectrum of goods is most compatible with the progressive realization of the right to health.

Numerous factors contribute to making health goods available in developing countries, including affordable prices; government commitment through a well-conceived and implemented national medicines policy; adequate, sustainable and equitable public sector financing; generic substitution; transparent and widely disseminated consumer information; efficient distribution; control of taxes, duties and other markups; and careful selection and monitoring (WHO, 2004). The UN Millennium Project (2005) has identified six categories of barriers to access: inadequate national commitment, inadequate human resources, failure of the international community to keep its promises to developing countries, lack of coordination of international aid, obstacles created by the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS), and the failure of the current incentive structure for research and development (R&D) to address priority health needs of developing countries (pp. 29-31). While several large international foundations (such as the Gates and Clinton Foundations) have successfully negotiated reduced prices for medicines by guaranteeing purchases and continuous demand, such strategies only address a fraction of the access gap. Similarly, donation programs, albeit commendable, fail to address the systemic challenges requiring sustainable commitments and strategies (Holt, Gillam and Ngondi, 2012).

While the literature has historically focused primarily on access to medicines, many of the considerations for access to vaccines and medical technologies are similar. As the above paragraph has, this chapter will therefore assume a degree of commonality among these categories in extrapolating lessons from access to medicines to the broader category of health goods. Nevertheless, to provide adequate context, the subcategories are briefly defined and introduced below.

*Medical Products (Medicines)*
The UN Development Group (2003) defines “access” in the context of medicines as “continuously available and affordable at public or private health facilities or drug outlets that are within one hour’s walk of the population” (p.89). Pre- eminent among “medical products” are drugs for prevention, care or treatment which must be available to those who need them “on time, reliably, in sufficient quantity and at reasonable cost” (WHO, 2007). As stated, the historical focus on “essential medicines” is just one component of the right to health’s inclusion of medical products. Because the right to the highest attainable standard of health is a progressive right, it should not be limited to those medicines formally designated as “essential” (a category which does not formally encompass many life-saving medicines due to arguably surmountable and therefore largely irrelevant cost-effectiveness and other considerations).

In 1975, half of the world’s population was without access to life-saving and other essential medicines (UN Millennium Project 2005, p.4). While this proportion has decreased to about one-third of the world’s population, the absolute number has remained constant at approximately two billion people (Hogerzeil and Mirza, 2011). According to WHO (2009a), public sector availability of essential medicines in 27 developing countries averages 34.9% (p. 4). The regional public sector availability of generic medicines (which are more affordable than their brand-name counterparts) is estimated to range from 29.4% in Africa to 54.4% in the Americas (Cameron at al. (2009) p. 5).

**Vaccines**

Vaccines are defined by WHO as “biological products with effects that can exceed the induction of immunological protection against specific diseases,” and primarily involve preparations intended to produce immunity to a disease by stimulating the production of antibodies (WHO, 2009b). Immunization can save between two and three million lives annually in all age groups, and the principal strategy for achieving this aim is the Global Immunization Vision and Strategy (GIVS), launched in 2006 by WHO and UNICEF under the guiding principle that “[a]ll people—without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition—have a right to equal access to the needed vaccines and interventions” (WHO and UNICEF, 2006, p.6). GIVS is a ten-year framework which aims to increase the quantity and quality of immunizations in an equitable manner, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, where, according to the World Health Assembly (WHA) (64th Session, 2011), “access to safe and effective vaccines is a human right that is not currently enjoyed by all people” (p.4). In order to uphold its commitment to immunization as a human right by focusing on vulnerable populations, GIVS recently shifted its emphasis from “Reaching All Districts” to “Reaching All Communities” (WHA, 64th Session, 2011, p.5).

A mid-term review of GIVS’s progress found that although three-quarters of countries had achieved or were on track to achieve ≥90% coverage by 2015 for two key vaccines, DTP3 and MCV (third dose of diphtheria and tetanus toxoid with pertussis, and first dose of measles containing vaccine, respectively), nearly one-third of developing and least-developed countries were not on track, and nearly one-quarter of 68 priority countries had not made any progress (Brown, et al., 2011). Access to newer vaccines paints a similarly dismal picture: over 83% of cervical cancer cases and deaths (preventable by HPV vaccines) occur in developing countries (Erdman, 2009).
Medical Technologies

Medical technologies encompass a wide range of devices, diagnostics and technological processes used to detect, monitor or treat medical conditions. Medical devices, in particular, have been defined to cover numerous products. Medical devices have been defined to cover numerous products ranging from simple tongue depressors and bedpans to complex programmable pacemakers with micro-chip technology and laser surgical devices” (US FDA, 2010). For purposes of regulatory control in the United States, a medical device is "an instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent, or other similar or related article, including a component part, or accessory which is … intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease, in man or other animals, or intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals, and which does not achieve any of it's primary intended purposes through chemical action within or on the body of man or other animals and which is not dependent upon being metabolized for the achievement of any of its primary intended purposes” (US Congress, 1936).

Because they often require advanced technological infrastructure, access to medical technologies is arguably even more difficult for developing countries than drugs and vaccines. For example, at least ten countries have no radiotherapy units; access to CT scanners in developing countries is less than 2% of that in high income countries; and shortages of sterilizing equipment, syringes and needles in some countries make up to 40% of all injections unsafe (WHO, 2011). Strategic Objective 11 of WHO’s Medium-Term Strategic Plan 2008-2013 includes as its first aim: “Access to essential medical products and technologies, as part of the fulfillment of the right to health, recognized in countries’ constitutions or national legislation” (WHO, 2008, p.87).

2. Evolving International Human Rights Standards

Core human rights instruments have been applied to the problem of access to health goods by UN bodies, particularly the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the Commission on Human Rights, the Special Rapporteurs on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health (Special Rapporteur on the right to health), the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), and the Human Rights Council.

The UN Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights (2000) declared that “the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement does not adequately reflect the fundamental nature and indivisibility of all human rights, including the right of everyone to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications, the right to health…” and that “there are apparent conflicts between the intellectual property rights regime embodied in the TRIPS Agreement, on the one hand, and international human rights law, on the other” (para. 2). It also reminded “all Governments of the primacy of human rights obligations over economic policies and agreements” (para. 3) and requested that the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights prepare a report on the impact of the TRIPS Agreement on human rights, which she completed the following year (52nd Session, 2001).
The UN Commission on Human Rights (57th Session, 2001), for its part, adopted a resolution that same year recognizing “that access to medication in the context of pandemics such as HIV/AIDS is one fundamental element for achieving progressively the full realization of the right [to health]” (para. 1). It called on states “to refrain from taking measures which would deny or limit equal access for all persons to preventive, curative or palliative pharmaceuticals or medical technologies used to treat pandemics such as HIV/AIDS or the most common opportunistic infections that accompany them” and, clearly with TRIPS in mind, “to ensure that … the application of international agreements is supportive of public health policies which promote broad access to safe, effective and affordable preventive, curative or palliative pharmaceuticals and medical technologies” (paras. 3(a), 4(b)). The United States— which has historically pushed for “TRIPS-plus” provisions (which restrict TRIPS flexibilities intended to preserve developing countries’ promotion of access to medicines (Morin, 2009))— was the only government to abstain from this resolution.

Following numerous studies and resolutions, the UN Human Rights Council (2009) adopted resolution 12/24 in October 2009 on “access to medicines in the context of the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.” In the resolution, the Council not only recognized “that access to medicine is one of the fundamental elements in achieving progressively the full realization of the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health” (para. 1), but also encouraged “all States to apply measures and procedures for enforcing intellectual property rights in such a manner as to avoid creating barriers to the legitimate trade of medicines, and to provide for safeguards against the abuse of such measures and procedures” (para. 6). There were no objections or abstentions to this resolution.

Similarly, the CESC R (2001) issued a Statement on Human Rights and Intellectual Property, in which it considered that “intellectual property rights must be balanced with the right … to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications,” and concluded by calling for “a mechanism for a human rights review of intellectual property systems” (paras. 4, 17-18). Indeed, the CESC R (2000), in its General Comment No. 14, had interpreted the obligation under ICESCR Article 12(2)(d) (“The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness”) to include “the provision of essential drugs” (CESCR, 2000, para. 17). In clarifying the obligations of states parties, the CESC R (2000) included “essential drugs, as defined by the WHO Action Programme on Essential Drugs,” among the essential facilities, goods and services, which must be available in sufficient quantity within the state (CESCR, 2000, para. 12(a)). As part of their obligation to protect, states parties have a duty “to control the marketing of medical equipment and medicines by third parties” (CESCR, 2000, para. 35), which strongly suggests that states should intervene where anti-competitive marketing of medicines and medical technologies is detrimental to the right to health. In General Comment No. 17, the CESC R (2006) challenged head-on the assumption of the international trade regime that the rights of companies holding pharmaceutical patents were of the same order as the rights of those who need the medicines, by treating the former as a temporary, revocable monopoly, and the latter as universal human rights (paras. 2 and 35).
Both Special Rapporteurs on the right to health have actively sought to promote and further define the meaning of access to medicines from a human rights perspective. The first Special Rapporteur on the right to health, Paul Hunt, submitted a report to the UN General Assembly (2006) summarizing the responsibilities of states and of pharmaceutical companies with respect to access to medicines. Following consultation with states, NGOs, academics, pharmaceutical companies, UN agencies, national human rights institutions and other stakeholders, Hunt presented the Human Rights Guidelines for Pharmaceutical Companies in Relation to Access to Medicines (UN General Assembly, 2008), calling upon companies to: recognize the importance of human rights in their corporate mission, provide board-level responsibility and accountability for its access strategy, publicly commit to contribute to R&D for neglected diseases, and respect the right of countries to use TRIPS flexibilities. The Guidelines also called for “an effective, transparent, accessible and independent monitoring and accountability mechanism” (UN General Assembly 2008, para. 14). Regarding patents and licensing, the Guidelines called on drug companies to “respect the right of countries to use, to the full, the provisions in … TRIPS …, which allow flexibility for the purpose of promoting access to medicines, including the provisions relating to compulsory licensing and parallel imports,” and, more generally, to “respect the letter and spirit of the Doha Declaration” (UN General Assembly, 2008, para. 26).

The second Special Rapporteur on the right to health, Anand Grover, submitted a report to the UN Human Rights Council (11th Session, 2009) analyzing the use of TRIPS flexibilities and the adverse effect on access to medicines of “TRIPS-plus” provisions found in free trade agreements. The following year, pursuant to Council resolution 12/24, quoted above, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) (2010) convened an expert consultation on access to medicines as a fundamental component of the right to health for an exchange of views on human rights considerations relating to the realization of access to medicines as one of the fundamental elements in achieving progressively this right, and requested the Special Rapporteur to present a summary of the discussions. In his summary, Anand Grover concluded, “While some countries lack sufficient awareness about the use of TRIPS flexibilities and have limited technical capacity to implement them, others have not streamlined their patent laws sufficiently to facilitate use of such flexibilities. Furthermore, pressure from developed countries and multinational pharmaceutical corporations have played a prominent role in shaping the implementation of TRIPS flexibilities in developing and least developed countries. For example, a number of developing countries, while attempting to implement TRIPS flexibilities to address public health concerns, have experienced pressures from developed countries and multinational pharmaceutical corporations” (UN Human Rights Council, 17th Session 2011, para. 47). He also enumerated some thirteen recommendations for governments to progressively realize access to medicines as a component of the right to health (UN Human Rights Council, 17th Session 2011, para. 49).1

---

1 These called for: adequate legal frameworks; proper consideration of medicine-related priorities alongside investment or industrial priorities; equality for disadvantaged minorities; universal participation in national policies and programs; regulatory systems to ensure safety and quality of medicines; national medicine supply systems tailored for vulnerable groups; monitoring and accountability mechanisms; price control
Civil society consensus statements, such as the Montréal Statement on the Human Right to Essential Medicines (Pogge, 2007; Marks, 2009, pp. 94-5) and the Washington Declaration on Intellectual Property and the Public Interest (Global Congress on Intellectual Property and the Public Interest, 2011), have supported this evolution of the UN’s position in this realm. Similarly, the Universities Allied for Essential Medicines (UAEM) adopted the Philadelphia Consensus Statement, stating, “We believe that access to medical care and treatment is a basic human right” (UAEM, 2006). In addition, several NGOs, such as Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) and Oxfam, have launched campaigns on access to essential medicines (Marks, 2009, p. 93).

3. Domestic Implementation and Litigation

While international commitments have laid the foundations and garnered strong political will for improving access to health goods as a component of the right to health, commitments at the domestic level vary in the extent to which they render this right enforceable. Though in some cases national constitutions or their associated directive principles include specific mention of access to health goods (Kinney and Clark, 2004), in others, and indeed often in addition, access is governed by statutes translated into administrative and regulatory provisions. At this level, national health systems and essential medicines lists often define the scope of access to health technologies in the public sector (Quick, et al., 2002; Laing, Waning and Gray, 2003) (e.g., through government procurement or health insurance schemes). Medicines included on essential medicines lists are intended to be those that are required to address the population’s priority health care needs, selected on the bases of disease prevalence, efficacy and safety, and cost-effectiveness (Hogerzeil, et al., 2006, p.305). However, as noted above, access to medicines as a component of the right to health calls for progressive realization of universal access to the highest attainable standard of health, including life-saving health goods excluded from public sector guarantees due to high cost.

In recent years, developing countries have adopted innovative strategies for making health goods more accessible. For instance, Mexico’s health system reform has made high-cost health technologies widely accessible through its rights-based approach to catastrophic health insurance (Gomez and Frenk, chapter 14 of this volume), Brazil’s has strategically used TRIPS flexibilities to support its National AIDS Program (Flynn, 2011), and India has developed a generic industry so prolific that it has been called the “pharmacy of the developing world” (Waning, Diedrichsen and Moon, 2010). Indeed, the success of these national strategies relies heavily on their ability to adapt to global development and distribution frameworks (Shadlen, 2011).

In the past couple of decades, courts have increasingly played a role in expanding the scope of access to high cost health goods as a component of the right to health (chapter 2 of this book; Hogerzeil, et al., 2006; Byrne, 2009). As a result of the outcry over unaffordable drug pricing in countries confronted by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, and dosage and efficacy standards; transparent, fair and competitive procurement practices; mechanisms to limit the impact of IP rights; guaranteed ability to use TRIPS flexibilities; technology transfer and investment in development countries; and increased effectiveness of national and international measures.
HIV/AIDS activists began to affirm access to medicines as a right under international law (Yamin, 2003; Torres, 2002; Ferreira, 2002; Shadlen, 2007). While countless health rights cases have involved individual requests for medicines included or excluded in national essential medicines lists or public insurance schemes, group litigants have also been successful in achieving major resource re-allocations for vulnerable populations. The first major successful group claim for antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) was brought before the Constitutional Court of South Africa (2002) by the South African Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) (Berger, 2002; Patterson and London, 2002; Forman, 2008). The TAC had become South Africa’s largest organization for people living with HIV, and was one of the first patient advocacy groups to build international solidarity in articulating health as a human right. Having played a critical role in incorporating health into the South African government’s National Action Plan for the Protection and Promotion of Human Rights in 1998, the TAC successfully challenged the Ministry of Health’s decision not to provide comprehensive ARVs for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV as a violation of the constitutionally protected right to health.

Some countries in Latin America where health is a justiciable Constitutional right have seen a recent explosion in the use of judicial remedies to achieve access to health goods (Lamprea and Andia, 2010). In Colombia—where litigation concerning access to medicines and medical technologies became so prolific that the Constitutional Court (2008) ordered a rights-based health reform—the courts have had to wrestle with the sustainability and fairness of resource-intensive judicial activism (Yamin and Parra-Vera, 2009). When courts are asked to determine what will satisfy the right to health in the absence of complete objective criteria to determine the optimal fair distribution of finite resources, their decisions have the potential to undermine democratic deliberation in administrative and legislative priority-setting. This may be especially problematic when access to courts is affected by socio-economic criteria that tend to exclude the most vulnerable populations (Ferraz and Vieira, 2008).

In some cases, when additional human rights concerns, such as non-discrimination, have been at stake, group petitions have been heard by regional jurisdictions. Preeminent among these are the cases of D v. United Kingdom, decided by the European Court of Human Rights (1997), and Jorge Odir Miranda Cortez, et al. v. El Salvador, decided by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (2001). These supra-national rulings have significant domestic implications: Referencing these cases, a favorable decision was granted to a group of HIV patients by the Ecuador Constitutional Court (2004) in Mendoza and Ors v. Ministry of Public Health, which found that the constitutional right to health required that the Ministry of Health continue its HIV treatment program. The unprecedented success of collective HIV/AIDS medicines cases ultimately set the stage for rights-based arguments for other health technologies (Matthews, 2011).²

² However, this type of patient-advocacy litigation involving rare diseases has also had the perverse effect of providing a legal platform for corporate interests focused on expanding markets for rare disease medicines. Drug donation programs for rare diseases are increasingly used to anchor claims for government sponsorship of extremely expensive life-saving drugs that, once provided, cannot be ethically withdrawn (Heuser, 2009; Sengupta, 2012).
With global implications, BRICS countries have seen a rise in litigation concerning the scope of TRIPS flexibilities (Matthews, 2011). India in particular has served as a battleground between Big Pharma and health rights advocates, not only with the upholding of its first compulsory license for a cancer drug, but also the seven-year long litigation in, regarding the Indian patent office's rejection of the patent application of Novartis, a Swiss pharmaceutical, for Gleevec (Novartis AG v. Union of India, 2013). The Supreme Court of India upheld the use of Section 3(d) of the Indian Patent Law, which uses the flexibility in TRIPS Art. 27, to limit the scope of patentable subject matter to new chemical entities, in order to curb evergreening (the filing of patents for incremental improvements in order) (Mueller, 2007). Additionally, in the few countries where they exist, patent opposition mechanisms—which provide a forum for public input regarding the validity of patent claims—can be a useful platform for health rights advocates to counter the anti-competitive effects of frivolous patent applications. To address these challenges on a broader scale, Yu (2008), George (2011), and Reiter (forthcoming 2013) have called for South-South collaboration in promoting access to generics and re-framing IP principles to promote access to health goods.

4. Access Implications of Intellectual Property and International Trade Regimes

Access to health goods—especially in developing countries where the vast majority of populations are uninsured or woefully underinsured—is largely determined by affordability (Maskus, 2002). While market competition promotes lower prices, IP protections encourage high prices via patents that assign drug companies monopoly rights to prevent unauthorized use (Barbosa, 2007; Attaran and Gillespie-White, 2001). As noted above, from the human rights perspective, IP rights are considered to be of a lower order than human rights, which imply a superior moral and legal claim, whereas IP rights merely establish temporary monopolies for the purpose of encouraging useful innovation (CESCR, 2006). Within developing countries, these monopolies render many health goods unaffordable—and therefore inaccessible—for most people, without necessarily serving to further incentivize innovation (Chaudhuri, 2007; Chien, 2003; Westerhaus and Castro, 2006).

IP protections are strengthened, to the detriment of access, when coupled with patent linkage and other strategies known as patent “evergreening”, used to keep cheaper generic alternatives off the market (Baker, 2008; Kesselheim, 2010). “Patent linkage” refers to the way in which patents are linked to domestic regulatory and marketing approval, which is often associated with data exclusivity for the patent holder. “Data exclusivity” allows patent holders to delay generic market entry by preventing generic companies from using clinical trial and other key data for a set number of years from the date of regulatory approval, which can often exceed the life of the original patent. Other practices that are often referred to as patent “evergreening”—because they extend the length of a technology’s patent protections—include: staggering patent applications (e.g., for various steps of a process, new uses, or alternate delivery methods); filing new patent applications for new mixtures or “incremental innovation” (e.g., for modifications and improvements to an existing product); infringement suits in response to generic companies’ regulatory applications; and “pay for delay,” in which a patent holder pays a generic company to delay market entry (Amin, 2010; Correa, 2004). In many instances,
additional patent applications themselves can extend the life of a patent, as IP rights are often licensed so as to be circumscribed not by the term of the existing patent, but by the term during which any pending patent applications, or even appeals, remain unresolved (George, 2012).

Strong IP protections, patent linkage and patent evergreening have become increasingly insurmountable barriers to access to health goods as the international trade regime has progressively universalized the protection of these practices as the status quo (Sell, 2011; Abbott, 2006; ‘Hoen, 2003). At the international level, TRIPS governs the minimum IP protections a WTO member country must enforce, requiring protection of patents for 20 years. These rights are subject to both domestic and international enforcement, and countries that fail to protect patents may be brought before the WTO’s dispute settlement body by another government. Generally, access to health goods is reduced when developing countries implement TRIPS provisions relating to IP protection (Oliviera, et al., 2004; Orsi, et al., 2003).

Critically, certain TRIPS flexibilities exist to ensure that patent protections do not become barriers to access in developing countries (Sell, 2002). These flexibilities provide developing countries with the legal basis for parallel importation (importing cheaper generics from countries where relevant patents have not been filed or have expired) and compulsory licensing (manufacturing generic versions without the patent holder’s authorization under certain conditions of necessity).³

In partial response to pressure brought by UN bodies and NGOs mentioned above, the fourth ministerial conference of the WTO reaffirmed TRIPS flexibilities in the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health in November 2001. Significantly, the ministers agreed in the Doha Declaration “that the TRIPS agreement does not and should not prevent members from taking measures to … promote access to medicines for all” (WTO, 2001, para. 4). To drive the point home, the Declaration added, “In this connection, we reaffirm the right of WTO members to use, to the full, the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement, which provide flexibility for this purpose” (WTO, 2001, para. 4), and that “[e]ach Member has the right to grant compulsory licences and the freedom to determine the grounds upon which such licences are granted” … [and] the right to determine what constitutes a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency, it being understood that public health crises, including those relating to HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics, can represent a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency” (WTO, 2001, para. 5). The next paragraph instructed the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to the problem of compulsory licensing for countries “with insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector” (WTO, 2001, para. 6). This was done with the WTO (2003) General Council’s authorization of “third-party compulsory licensing,” allowing a manufacturer in another state to produce and export the compulsorily licensed product specifically for the benefit of the state issuing a compulsory license. The Doha

³ TRIPS Art. 31 provides: “(f) Any such use shall be authorized predominantly for the supply of the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use;” and “(h) The right holder shall be paid adequate remuneration in the circumstances of each case, taking into account the economic value of the authorization.”
Declaration also extended the deadline to 2016 for the least-developed countries to implement provisions (WTO, 2003).

Despite the Doha Declaration, powerful corporate and political influences discourage developing countries from taking full advantage of TRIPS flexibilities in promoting access to health goods. As early as 1998, parallel importation was challenged by 40 pharmaceutical companies (initially backed by the United States) opposed to South Africa’s Medicines Act (*The Pharmaceutical Manufacturer’s Association and Others v. The President of the Republic of South Africa* (1998)). However, the case was dropped following global public criticism of the companies’ weak assertions concerning non-compliance with TRIPS (Forman, 2008; Nagan, 2002).

Similarly, compulsory licensing has been avoided on many occasions despite clearly defined need and civil society pressure (Musungu and Oh, 2006). Despite being TRIPS-compliant, the first instances of compulsory licensing of ARVs in Thailand and Brazil resulted in hostile political repercussions, such as inclusion in the US Trade Representative’s “Special 301” watch list (Ford, et al., 2007) (even though the US itself has issued a number of compulsory licenses (Love, 2007)). By 2011, 17 nations—mostly upper-middle-income—had issued a total of only 24 compulsory licenses, primarily for HIV/AIDS medicines (Kuhn and Beall, 2012). When India issued its first compulsory license in 2012 for a cancer drug, effectively lowering its price by 97% (Mukherjee, 2012), the decision was admonished by a US Patent and Trademark Office official claiming that her Office actively discouraged such practices (Rea, 2012). Nevertheless, India’s first compulsory license (the second-ever license for a cancer drug) was well-received by many (Bhaumik and Biswas, 2012), and was soon followed by changes in Chinese patent law, and similar considerations in Brazil, to facilitate compulsory licensing (Unnikrishnan, 2012). In response, several pharmaceutical companies made commitments to slash some cancer drug prices (Whalen, 2012), and generic manufacturers made concerted efforts to target drugs “ripe” for compulsory licensing (Pilla, 2012). With compulsory licensing on the rise and increasing policy cohesion among the world’s largest generic suppliers, it remains to be seen to what extent compulsory licensing can be used as a sustainable, effective legal tool safeguarded by TRIPS.

What is perfectly clear, however, is that the current global trade framework does not support access to health goods as a component of the right to health. Trade agreements and investment treaties over the past couple of decades have had clear adverse effects on affordability of health technologies in developing countries as a result of broad patent protections and associated foreign investors’ rights, which, taken together, effectively block generic alternatives (Correa, 2004; Costanza, 2009; Dwyer, 2007). Hundreds of “TRIPS-plus” provisions in free trade agreements (FTAs), bilateral investment treaties/agreements (BITs/BIPAs), and other multilateral agreements (such as the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement) seek to impose more stringent standards of IP protections for health goods than those found in TRIPS (Matthews, 2005; Fink and Reichenmiller, 2006; Castro, 2006; Flynn, et al., 2012). These TRIPS-plus provisions include, *inter alia*, broader patentability standards for product claims (extending patent protection to, e.g., “incremental innovation”), additional categories of patentable products (e.g., medical procedures, which most countries exclude from
patentability), international patent linkage, extended data exclusivity periods, narrower permissions for compulsory licensing and parallel importation, and overly broad definitions of counterfeit medicines implicating generic products (Scherer and Watal, 2002; Sell, 2007; Correa, 2006; Shukla and Sangal, 2009). Additionally, bilateral and multilateral agreements that include IP rights in their definition of protected “investments” subject domestic access-related policies—such as pharmaceutical price controls and industry regulations—to direct challenge by foreign investors via international arbitration (Rutledge, 2012).

Even in the absence of prohibitive treaty provisions, powerful corporate and political pressure—especially that surrounding ongoing negotiations—can influence governments to implement TRIPS-plus policies instead of using TRIPS flexibilities. To this end, the US has been primarily criticized for pushing TRIPS-plus provisions in FTAs (Pogge, Rimmer and Rubenstein, 2010), while the European Union has been seen as overly eager to enforce the WTO trade framework (De Bievre, 2006; Mullard, 2010). The European Parliament (2007) has responded to civil society concerns regarding TRIPS-plus provisions with a resolution calling for avoidance of such provisions in EU FTAs, but it is yet to be seen how effective this will be in practice.4

5. Research and Development (R&D)

At an even more fundamental level, access to health goods depends largely on the research and development (R&D) framework, which rewards innovations based on commercial incentives (Pécoul, et al., 1999; Grabowski, 2002). These incentives, however, disproportionately represent the buying power of high-income nations, and fail to capture the medical needs of developing countries, which not only have fewer financial resources, but are also characterized by distinct disease profiles. The Commission on Macroeconomics and Health (WHO, 2001) has usefully categorized diseases that are equally predominant in high-income and developing countries as Type I diseases, those that have a disproportionate burden in developing countries as Type II, and those that are almost exclusively found in developing countries as Type III (also referred to as “neglected tropical diseases”). While access to health goods for Type I diseases may be restricted by broad IP rights intended to promote R&D, access to health goods for most Type II and all Type III diseases—sometimes referred to as “diseases of the bottom billion”—suffers from the additional challenge of insufficient R&D (Rottingen, et al., 2012). Because Type II & Type III diseases disproportionately affect poor populations and account for a greater proportion of morbidity in the developing world, they are not profitable pharmaceutical targets, and therefore require non-traditional approaches to incentivize their R&D (Oprea, Braunack-Mayer and Gericke, 2009).

In an effort to address this innovation gap, the World Health Assembly (WHA) (2003) passed a resolution to establish the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights,
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4 Importantly, however, the explicit scope of this resolution was limited to “the countries of African, the Caribbean and the Pacific (ACP) and other poor developing countries and least developed countries” (par. K).
Innovation and Public Health (CIPIH) to collect relevant and proposals from governments, academia, product development partnerships, and industry, including funding and incentives for the creation of health goods for developing countries. Following consideration of CIPIH’s report, the WHA (2006; 2008; 2009) established the Intergovernmental Working Group on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property and adopted in 2008 the Global Strategy and Plan of Action on Public Health, Innovation, and Intellectual Property. This Global Strategy both acknowledges that intellectual property rights are “an important incentive for the development of new health-care products” and quotes the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights on sharing in scientific advances and its benefits and protection of moral and material interest resulting from scientific production (WHA, 61st Session, 2008, paras. 7 and 10). As a rare example of explicit balancing of IP rights and human rights outside of the UN human rights bodies, it is significant that among the ‘principles’ of the strategy, is this restatement from the preamble of the WHO Constitution: "the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race relation, political belief, economic or social condition” (WHA, 61st Session, 2008, para. 12).

While the Global Strategy and Plan of Action strategically prioritized goals and identified actions for governments, industry and WHO, lack of concrete targets and financing requirements has prevented its effective utilization or adoption of accountability measures. However, two consecutive working groups have fulfilled the Global Strategy’s mandate to “establish a results-oriented and time-limited expert working group under the auspices of WHO and linking up with other relevant groups to examine current financing and coordination of research and development” (WHA, 2008, para.4(7)).

In 2012, the second of these, Consultative Expert Working Group on Research and Development: Financing and Coordination (CEWG), garnered international support for a “Global R&D Convention” that would establish an evidence-based process for medical R&D priority-setting. It would also finance a dedicated R&D fund for the developing world through minor contributions from WHO member state (approximately 0.01% of GDP) and support innovative R&D funding mechanisms, as well as establish principles aimed at ensuring access to innovation (CEWG, 2012; MSF Access Campaign, 2012; Karunakaran, 2012). Importantly, the CEWG emphasizes the importance of de-linking R&D from product prices, and experts have noted that this complex challenge will require countries to work together in determining the best options for commitment, administrative, decision-making, financial, oversight and compliance mechanisms (Røttingen, et al., 2012).

A number of alternative “push” (prior) and “pull” (ad-hoc and post-hoc) incentive mechanisms have been proposed to address the R&D gaps inherent in the market-based innovation paradigm (Hecht, Wilson and Paliwala, 2009). “Pull” mechanisms—such as advance market commitments (e.g., donor commitments to provide incentives to vaccine makers to produce vaccines for developing countries), prize funds, and expedited regulatory review (e.g., the FDA’s Priority Review Vouchers, Accelerated Approval, and Fast-Track regulatory review)—reward R&D outcomes by facilitating commercialization of valuable but less profitable health products (Towse and Kettler, 2005; Love and
Several “pull” mechanism proposals have yet to be tested. For instance, “pay-for-performance” patents, such as those contemplated by the proposed Health Impact Fund, would use government and donor financing to reimburse patent holders on the basis of health impact in lieu of normal profits gained from market exclusivity (Hollis and Pogge, 2008; Banerjee, Hollis and Pogge, 2010). Other proposals include patent buy-outs (Outterson, 2006), transferable IP rights and market exclusivity (Spellburg, et al., 2008), and reduction of patent length (Center for Global Health R&D Policy Assessment, 2012).

“Push” mechanisms, on the other hand, incentivize earlier stages of product development. Patent pools, for instance, bring patents into a collectively owned and managed pool that can issue voluntary licenses to generic companies for product development (Choi 2003). The UNITAID Medicines Patent Pool (MPP), which is funded by a tax on airline ticket sales, has pooled patents to facilitate voluntary licensing of four chemical entities which, when combined, are a powerful fixed-dose anti-retroviral combination (UNITAID, 2011). More recently, WIPO’s Re:Search initiative, a royalty-free patent pool for neglected tropical disease R&D, has resulted in its first agreement between universities and pharmaceutical companies to research new treatments for Chagas disease, sleeping sickness, schistosomiasis, and tuberculosis (WIPO, 2012).

Other “push” mechanisms that have seen some success include targeted disease-specific funding (Blume-Kohout, 2012), health innovation networks for developing countries (Morel, et al., 2005), capacity-building and technology transfer initiatives (Friede, et al., 2009), open-source and crowd-sourced R&D for neglected diseases (Munos, 2010; Maurer, Rai and Sali, 2004; Årdal and Røttingen, 2012) and private-public product development partnerships (Frost and Reich, 2008; Nwaka and Ridley, 2003). “Push” mechanisms that have been proposed but not yet tested include taxes on patents (Beall and Kuhn, 2012); and making undisclosed clinical trial data an international public good (Reichman, 2006). Similarly, innovative financial models that de-link R&D incentives from profits include: cost sharing for clinical trials (Lewis, Reichman and So, 2007), an International Finance Facility for Immunization (IFFIm, 2012), neglected disease and global health tax credits (Rao, 2011), additional fees on patent applications called “Green IP” (Nitta, 2006), and selling expedited regulatory review vouchers to raise money for neglected disease R&D (Moran, 2005) (Center for Global Health R&D Policy Assessment, 2012).

While it is of the utmost importance, de-linking R&D from prices is just the first step in promoting access to health goods. Regardless of the R&D mechanism, health innovations need to be licensed responsibly to ensure that publicly funded research benefits global health in an equitable way. To this end, global access licensing incorporates into health technology licenses terms such as agreements not to enforce patents in developing countries, march-in rights for public institutions, and tiered royalties. The Access to Medicines Index ranks pharmaceutical companies based on their

---

5 While the MPP is expected to speed availability of a new fixed-dose, single tablet ARV regimen in countries included in the patent pool, the MPP has been criticized by several health rights advocates in the “Global South” for, inter alia, excluding key developing countries and legitimizing questionable voluntary licensing practices that delay generic market entry (George, 2012).
efforts, including through responsible licensing, to increase access to medicines; a proposed Access to Medical Devices Index may enhance these efforts (ATMI, 2012). Global access licensing has increasingly been used by academic institutions to ensure that health-related innovations—especially diagnostics and medical devices, which are commonly developed in academia—reach the global poor (Chokshi, 2006). The Universities Allied for Essential Medicines (UAEM, 2006), mentioned above, has been a key player in promoting global access licensing alongside neglected disease research, including through efforts to monitor implementation of the multi-institution Statement of Principles and Strategies for the Equitable Dissemination of Medical Technologies (AUTM, 2009).

6. Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the evolving international human rights standards that relate to access to medicines, vaccines and medical technologies, and identified the gap between the commitment in principle to enhancing this access as part of the right to health and the right to benefit from scientific progress, on the one hand, and the obstacles posed by the intellectual property and international trade regimes, on the other. The sheer breadth and complexity of the legal, economic, political, ethical and technical considerations surrounding universal access to health goods cannot be properly addressed in one chapter. We noted progress in domestic implementation and increased use of judicial remedies in achieving access to life-saving health goods. Other strategies include increasing generic manufacturing capacities in developing countries, public health insurance schemes, and strengthening supply-chain infrastructure. (Hollis and Pogge, 2008; Rovira, 2006; Kaplan and Lang, 2005).

The trend in access to health goods, particularly in developing countries, provides the evidence for policies in global health to increase access at all stages of the process, from setting research priorities for the development of new drugs, to manufacturing, pricing, marketing, and distribution. Critical challenges remain. While the international trade regime has to some extent adjusted to the political imperative of promoting development and strategies defined by the international financial institutions in poverty reduction programs and the UN system in the MDGs, it has not, so far, been receptive to the claim that access to health goods is guaranteed by a human right to health and the right to benefit from scientific progress. Similarly, the medical R&D system has not yet adapted to the global imperatives of these human rights calling for both availability and affordability of medical products. The developments described in this chapter are signs that the human right to medical products, vaccines and medical technologies has advanced in terms of its normative content and its legal recognition. Nevertheless, it remains a daunting challenge to bridge remaining gaps in political will to effectively mobilize adequate resources to ensure reliable and sustainable implementation and accountability frameworks, create accommodation with the international trade regime and find incentives for innovation and affordable pricing.
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